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10 August, 2005

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
GREG GODBY
RG GREGSON CONSTRUCTIONS PTY LTD
We have been asked to prepare a reference for the above and we express our delight in so doing.
We hadn’t truly perceived the mammoth task ahead of us when we considered the purchase of a
difficult water front block of land at Kangaroo Point to build on. We had known Greg Godby for a
number of years – using his services for both an office renovation and later for major renovations
at our previous residence. Knowing his ability, experience and professionalism, we asked him to
inspect the land we were interested in and requested his opinion. He gave it to us – difficult but
fantastic.
We went ahead. Without hesitation we knew the only builder for the job was Greg and his team of
thorough professionals and (dare we say) absolute gentlemen. We commissioned architectural
plans and RG Gregson Constructions took it from there. Greg supervised and controlled the
project – always keeping us up to date with costs and projected expenditures.
We were grateful for the team’s deep involvement and interest. Sometimes we wondered whether
they were going to move in with us. They adapted, moulded and improved markedly the initial
plans. They handled the terrain with foresight and astute planning – leaving nothing to chance.
Greg investigated the complex design and architectural anomalies and always came up with
solutions. He suggested comprises on the basis of cost and overall effect. He sought certification
at each appropriate stage of the project, ensuring that the structure met the highest standards.
The materials used were first grade in every aspect. In all cases, Greg and his team suggested
materials to suit the application, durability, and always kept in mind the overall design. Greg
ensured total integration of appliances, electricals, plant and equipment. He understood the overall
concept and improved on our initial “wish list”.
Greg has built a gracious and glorious home for us.
We highly recommend Greg Godby and RG Gregson Constructions.
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